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RIESZ-REPRESENTATION FORMULAR
ON EXTENDED HARDY SPACES

YOUNG-CHEOL SEO

1. Introduction
S.Walters ([15]) examined properties of HP(Q < p < 1) and showed 

that 班 is isometric to a closed subspace of Lp, And he conjectured 

that the dual of Hp is empty except for the zero functional. However, 

this answer is wrong because (H")*(0 < p < 1) has sufficiently many 

members to distinguish elements of Hp.

P.L.Duren,W.Romberg and L.Shields([이) obtained many results on 

the dual of Hp. In particular, this paper contains the

of the Hahn-Banach separation theorem as well as an example of a 

subspace of Hp which has the separation property but does not have the 

Hahn-Banach extension property. They also construct the extended 

spaces Bp of which HP(Q < p < 1) is a dense subset, and investigate 

the properties oi Bp.

In 1982, N.J.Kalton and D.A.Trautman ([7]) gave a number of re

sults on the closed subspace of Hp(0 < p < 1). This result shows that 

Hp can have no complemented locally convex subspaces; this is the an

swer to a question of J.H.Shapiro ([10],[ll], and [12]). Moreover, they 

proved that Hp can not have any locally convex subspace with the 

Hahn-Banach extension property.
In this paper, we find out some properties of Hp and (Hp)* with 

0 < p < 1, introduce the extended Bp spaces, and investigate the 

relation between Bp and Hp. Also, we apply the Riesz representation 

theorem to Bp space.

2. Riesz-representation fbrmular on Bp spaces
In this section, we study the structure and some properties of Hp^ 

for 0 < p < 1. Also, we extend Hp spaces to larger spaces and apply 

the properties which are satisfied in Hp to extension of Hp.
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Let 2) be an open unit disc, T be the unit cir시e in the complex 

plane C and H(D) be the set of holomorphic functions in D. For any 

function / in H(D) , we define

Mp(/,r) = {£/ Lf("M)|P曲}0<p<oo;

Afoo(/,r) = sup{\f(ret6)\ :0<0 < 2짜;

II/IIp = Mp(、f, r), 0<p<oo.

A function holomorphic / in 7? is said to be of class Hp (0 < p < oo) 

if ||/||p is finite.

First, we consider the space Hp as a linear spare. If each feHp 

is identified with its boundary function Hp can be regarded as a 

®il^ace of £七 0 < p < oo. It is well known that Hp is a Banach 

space if 1 < p < oo, but the space Hp is not normable if 0 < p < 1.

The inequality (a + b)p < ap + bp for a > 0, 5 > 0 is valid for 

0 < p < 1. This yields the following lemma.

Lemma 2.1. For any /, geHp, define g) by

灼祯)=||/一邢

then J(, ) 25 a metric on Hp.

We recall that for 0 < p < cxd, Hp is the 1/ closure of the set of 

polynomials in. e诟.So by Lemina 2.1, we obtain the following theorem.

Theorem 2.2. Hp zs a complete metric space.

We note that Hp(0 < p < 1) is a F-space, in the terminology intro

duced by Banach. For F-spaces with respect to sequence, see [8], [9], 

[10], [11], [12], and [13].

For any member f in Hp. we consider the modulus of f(z) (zeD) 

whether bounded or not. Suppose that /(^) is a nonzero function. 

Then by F.Riesz decomposition theorem, we may write f(z) = g(z) 

where /i(z) is holomorphic and bounded by unity on P, and geHp 

with = ll/llp and g(z) 尹 0 on D. Thus it is clear that ]g(2시卩 
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may be defined properly so that it is a member of HL By Cauchy's 

integral formula

i^)r = £「侦"：)】"'=,团 <「< i. 
27T j0 rew — z

Thus

心…罚
2tf

|g(y)|W)

z e D.

卄土訥弗=

Therefore the following fact holds.

Proposition 2.3. For each feHp,

\M\ < ；빼、「, 
(l — |z| 戶

It is also interesting in the case that the real part of /(z) is positive.

Proposition 2.4. Every holomorphic function /(2)with positive 

real part is of class Hp for 0 < p < 1.

Proof. Without loss of generality, we can suppose /(0) = 1. The 

range of f is contained in the right half-plane, so f is subordinate to

Z = Pr(0) + zQr(0) 
1 — z

where pr(0) is the Poisson kernel and

SB _ 1 - 2rcos0 + r2

is the conjugate Poisson kernel. It follows by the Littlewood's subor

dinate theorem [16] that

Z f赤 J I
/侦(危)忡M

Jo 丿0 丄一 re
y2?r

< / \QiWde < oo,

Jo
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for any p < 1, since f芒芸 is in Hp and P") = 0 for 0/0.

For later reference we now list some known results, most of which 

are due to Hardy and Littlewood.

Theorem 2.5 ([6], p.415)・ If freHp for some pe(0,1), then feH9, 

where q =(為.

Theorem 2.6 ([6], p・412).・ If fcHp(Q < p < 1), then

/'(I 一 r汁一勺诺心”)泓很 에/||p

where c is a constant depending only on p.

theorem 2.7 ([6], p.408).. If f(z) = ^anzneHp (0 < p < 1), 

then

|이 < c£ 'll/lh n = 0,1,2,•• - ,

诫ere c is a constant depending only on p. Furihermorej

an = o(np-1).

As the theory of functional analysis, a linear functional p on Hp is 

said to be bounded (written by 忱if

ll^ll = sup |0(/)| < OO.

II/Up<1
It follows from the definition that

IV>(/)I < II硏I ll/llP

for all feHp. It is easily verified that a linear functional on Hp is 

bounded if and only if it is continuous, and that (/Tp)* is a Banach 

space. Moreover, the principle of uniform boundedness and the closed 

graph theorem remain valid for 0 < p < 1 [1].

If 1 < p < oo, it is well known that every bounded linear functional 

in Hp has a unique representation.

머G = £ (叩f虬

where geHqy q = The following may be regarded as an extension 

of this result to 0 < p < 1.
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Theorem 2.8(2].. Let 伽(丑》)\.0 < p < 1. Then there is unique 

function g such that

1 户
钢J) = Um - / f(re'°)g(eT%畝 f£H\ 

n Z7T Jo

where g(z) is holomorphic in D and continuous on D.

Next we introduce Bp spaces [4] and investigate some properties of 

this space, finally apply the Theorem 2.8 to this space.

Fix p, 0 < p < 1. Let Bp denote the space of functions /(z) holo

morphic in D for which

ll/llfif = f [ l/(re，0)l(1 - r)i~2drd0 < oo. 

赤 Jo Jo

If we use the quantity Mp(f, r), we can rewrite as following

ll/IW= [ (1 - r)p-2A/!(/,r)dr.

Jo

It turns out Hp is a subspace of Bp using Theorem 2.7, especially 

= Hp for 0 = }. Thus the space Bp is in some respect "extended” 

than Hp space. For typographical reasons we shall frequently omit the 

superscript p in writing norms, ||/||b denote the norm in Bp. The 

following lemmas are very important to prove one proposition and the 

last extended theorem.

Lemma 2.9. For each feBp^

Lf(z)| < 이- r)긍, zeD.

Proo£. Let 7? < 7* < 1, then

II/IIb > I (1 ~r)p^2M^f,r)dr 

Jr
¥用仃,可(丄一1)-1(1一氏汁-1

p
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Hence

p

From this, the estimate follows by writing

•f(z) = 쁭也

where R = |(1 + |z|).

Lemma 2.10. For each feBp, fp-^fin Bp norm qs p 1, where 

fp(z) = f(pz).

Proof. Given feBp and e > 0, 사loose r < 1 such 나

/ (1一「片一2］皿(£尸)曲〈£.一(2」)
Jr

Since Mi(/, r) is an increasing function of r, (2.1) remains valid when 

f is replaced by fp. Now choose p so close to 1 that \fp(z) — /(z)| < e 

on \z\ < R. Then

「R

/ (1 - r)f~2Mx{fp - f,r)dr < £||1||b- 
70

Combining this with (2.1), we have

Wfp — /IIb < ^I|1||b + 2e,

so /p —> / in norm as p t L

Lemma 2.11. Hp is a dense subset of Bp.

Lemma 2.12. For each feHp, ||/||b < 야||引卜 .

Proof of Lemma 2.11, Lemina 2.12. Theorem 2.6 says that Hp C 

Bp, and gives the norm inequality. Also, H고 contains all functions 

holomorphic in a bigger disc, and such functions are dense in Bp by 

Lemma 2.10.

If we use above statements, the following fact is easily satisfied.
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Proposition 2.13. The space Bp with the given norm is a Banach 

space.

Proof. Let {fn} be a Cauchy sequence. Since Bp lies in the L1- 

space formed with respect to the measure

jj £(1-7•厂사济成,

the sequence {fn} convergences in the mean to a function feL1. But 

this implies that some subsequences convergence pointwise almost ev

erywhere to /. On the other hand, from Lemma 2.9 we see that {/n} 

converges uniformly on compact subsets, hence the limit function f is 

holomorphic in D. Thus feBp.

Using all of the preceding properties, we can extend Theorem 2.8 as

Theorem 2.14. Bp and Hp have the same continuous linear func

tionals; more precisely, Theorem 2.8 remains true if in its statements 

Hp is everywhere replaced by Bp.

Proof. Let be given and define the associated function
g(z) = £bek as in. the proof of Theorem 2.8. By Lemma 2.12, p is 

also a bounded linear functional on Hp and hence g has the desired 

smoothness. Furthermore, if f(z) = £ 아;z电B", then by Theorem 2.8 

we have

旳)=lim
p—门

= lin“厂 / f(p/)g(「心両…(2.2)
pT 2tt Jo

where /p —> / in norm, by Lemma 2.10.

Conversely let g (holomorphic and continuous) be given and sup

pose that g has the smoothness described in Theorem 2.8. We must 

show that the first limit in (2.2) exists for every fsBp and is bounded 

by c||/||. The proof is identical to the proof of Theorem 2.8, using 

Theorem 2.5, Theorem 2.6, and Theorem 2.7.
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